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Abstract. Applicability of multi-walled carbon nano-
tubes (MWCNTs) in loading dipyridamole (DDM), a 
poorly soluble drug, was evaluated. Additionally, the effect 
of drug-loading efficiency on the release behavior of the 
MWCNT-DDM system was also investigated. DDM as a 
model drug was incorporated into MWCNTs with different 
drug-loading rates (10, 25 and 50%) using the solvent deposi-
tion method. The MWCNT-DDM system was successfully 
established and characterized using common solid-state char-
acterization methods. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), nitrogen adsorption 
analysis and Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy 
were carried out to observe the progress of drug loading. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning calorim-
etry (DSC) were used to systematically assess the crystalline 
state of the DDM after being loaded into the MWCNTs. 
Improvements in dissolution rate were evaluated by the disso-
lution test. The results revealed that with the increase of drug 
loading, the form of DDM in the MWCNTs changed from 
amorphous to crystalline state. Also, the release rate of DDM 
decreased upon increasing the drug-loading rate of carriers. In 
conclusion, MWCNTs are proven to be promising carriers for 
loading DDM.

Introduction

With the development of new carrier technologies, the 
use of carbon and carbon-related materials has gained the 
attention of numerous pharmaceutical researchers (1-5). 
Carbon materials include active carbon, multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) and fullerenes (6-10). Compared to 
traditional drug carriers, carbon materials possess several 
unique properties, which render them especially suitable for 
pharmaceutical research. For example, it is well recognized 

that active carbon has a strong adsorption, which enables 
it to have high loading capacity. Also, carbon nanotubes 
have remarkable advantages due to their nanoscale channel 
structure, stability, adsorption property and surface function-
alization (11,12), which make them suitable materials for drug 
delivery systems. Carbon nanotubes are widely used as drug 
carriers in the process of loading drugs (13). MWCNTs have 
been successfully used as drug delivery systems for loading 
Doxorubicin, Dorzolamide and Carbamazepine (14).

Dipyridamole (DDM) is a non-nitrate coronary vasodilator 
that inhibits platelet aggregation and can be used in combina-
tion with other anticoagulant drugs, such as warfarin, to prevent 
thrombosis in patients with valvular or vascular disease. DDM 
is also used in myocardial perfusion imaging, and as an anti-
platelet agent, DDM's application, in combination with aspirin, 
has been reported in stroke prophylaxis (15,16). DDM belongs to 
class Ⅱ of the Biophar maceutical Classification System (BCS), 
and it is poorly soluble in water. Thus, the dissolution process 
limits its rate and degree of oral absorption. In the present study, 
DDM was selected as a model drug in an attempt to improve 
its oral bioavailability by enhancing its solubility. In the past, 
various carriers have been employed to solve the solubility 
problem of DDM, such as liposomes, solid dispersion, and nano-
spheres (17-20). Unfortunately, there are very few carriers which 
possess advantages, such as high drug loading, system stability 
and drug release controllability. Therefore, identifying a suit-
able carrier for DDM is the research focus of the current study. 
Although MWCNTs have been recently used for loading other 
drugs, they have not been studied as drug delivery systems for 
DDM (21-23). Multiple studies have proposed carriers, including 
MWCNTs, with delineation of pore volume, surface area and 
surface modification (24‑26). Among the many factors that play 
a role in the process of drug delivery, drug‑loading efficiency is 
particularly critical for MWCNTs. In order to characterize the 
relationship between drug‑loading efficiency and drug release, it 
is necessary to perform a systematic study to explore the ability 
of MWCNTs with different drug loading rates in enhancing the 
dissolution rate of poorly water-soluble drugs.

The current study evaluated the suitability of MWCNTs 
as carriers for DDM and elucidated whether they can improve 
the water solubility of DDM. DDM was incorporated into 
MWCNTs using the solvent deposition method at different ratios 
(10, 25 and 50%) (27,28). The obtained samples were examined 
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) 
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spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC). Subsequently, the behavior of DDM 
released from MWCNT with different drug-loading rates was 
compared and analyzed.

Materials and methods

Materials. DDM (purity >99.0%) was purchased from Wuhan 
Yuan Cheng Gong Chuang Technology Co., Ltd. (Wuhan, 
China). MWCNTs were purchased from Nanjing Xianfeng 
Nano Material Technology Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). All 
other chemical reagents were used in accordance with the 
requirements of analytical/HPLC grade.

Synthesis of MWCNT‑DDM system. DDM was incorporated 
into MWCNTs at different percentages (10, 25 and 50%) using 
the solvent deposition method, which included soaking equi-
librium and solvent evaporation. Briefly, DDM was dissolved 
in methanol to obtain a concentrated solution (5 mg/ml). Next, 
different amounts of MWCNTs were added to the drug solu-
tion to obtain a mixture. The ratio of drug/MWCNTs in the 
loading solution was 10, 25 and 50%, respectively. Then, the 
mixture was gently stirred for 24 h at room temperature in 
a closed container to complete the adsorption equilibrium 
operation. Finally, the products were dried at 40˚C in air to 
remove the organic solvent. Drug-loaded samples were labeled 
DM-10, DM-25 and DM-50, respectively.

Characterization techniques
SEM observation. A field emission scanning electron micro-
scope  (Hitachi  S‑4300; Hitachi,  Ltd.,  Tokyo,  Japan) was 
employed to characterize the morphology of the obtained 
samples (20). A small number of samples were fixed on metal 
stubs and sputtered with gold under vacuum conditions.

TEM observation. The internal structure of the samples was 
observed using a transmission electron microscope (HT7700; 
Hitachi, Ltd.) (21). Subsequently, minute quantities of the 
samples were fixed on the copper network for characterization.

FT‑IR study. The chemical bonding and functional groups 
of the samples were examined using an FT-IR spectrom-
eter (Nicolet 380; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, 
MA, USA) (22). The samples were mixed with potassium 
bromide with a 1-2:200 ratio. Then, the mixture was pressed 
into a round cake and characterized in the scanning range of 
400-3,500 cm-1.

Raman spectroscopy analysis. Raman spectroscopy (Thermo 
U‑LH100L‑3; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was employed 
to examine the functional groups of the samples. After the 
slides were wrapped with tin foil, the samples were coated in 
foil. The samples were characterized in the scanning range of 
50-3,300 cm-1, and scanning was concluded using the mode of 
area sweep.

Nitrogen adsorption analysis. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption 
analysis was performed using an adsorption analyzer (SA3100; 
Beckman  Coulter,  Inc.,  Brea,  CA, USA).  The  physically 
adsorbed water of samples was removed by degasification at 

50˚C for 24 h. Then, the container carrying the sample was 
immersed in liquid nitrogen. Subsequently, the specific surface 
area and the pore size of the samples were determined using 
the surface area analyzer.

XRD and DSC analysis. The crystalline characteristics 
of samples were analyzed using an X-ray diffractometer 
(PW3040/60 PANALYII CALB.V, Almelo, The Netherlands) 
and the data were recorded (27). The scanned angle range of 
XRD patterns was 10˚‑50 .̊ DSC analysis was performed using 
a differential scanning calorimeter (HCR‑1; Beijing Hengjiu 
Experimental Equipment Co., Ltd., Beijing,  China).  The 
temperature range for the DSC analysis was 50‑200˚C with a 
heating rate of 10˚C/min.

In vitro drug release study. Dissolution experiments were 
conducted using a USP II paddle method with a dissolution 
instrument  (RCZ‑8B;  Shanghai  Huanghai  Drug  Testing 
Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). Hydrochloric acid 
solution (pH 1.2) and phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) were employed 
as dissolution media. The dissolution operation was as follows: 
dissolution media (900 ml) was added to the basket and main-
tained at 37˚C. The added samples were stirred for 1 h at a rate 
of 100 rpm. In addition, 5 ml samples were extracted at fixed 
time intervals (5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45 and 60 min). Subsequently, 
an  ultraviolet  spectrophotometer  (UV‑2000;  Unico, 
Franksville, WI, USA) at an excitation wavelength of 283 nm 
(n=6) was used to determine the amount of DDM obtained 
from the samples. All measurements were repeated 6 times. 
The measurement data of the dissolution were expressed as the 
mean ± standard deviation, n=6.

Results

SEM observation. DDM was effectively loaded into MWCNTs 
using the solvent deposition method, which is a suitable method 
for loading drugs into MWCNTs (29,30). It is well documented 
that long narrow channels play an important role in the 
release of drugs from MWCNTs (31,32). SEM was employed 
to characterize the external morphology of the samples. As 
shown in Fig. 1A, the raw drug substance was observed to be 
strip‑shaped and had no fixed length. MWCNTs were tubular 
in shape with a three‑dimensional structure (Fig. 1B). The 
diameter of the MWCNTs was determined to be <50 nm and 
MWCNTs were longer than 500 nm. The cross-sectional width 
of MWCNTs was ~25 nm and the pore diameter of MWCNTs 
was ~2-10 nm (Figs. 1B and 2C). Fig. 1C demonstrates that 
MWCNTs surrounded the raw drug substance. This could be 
attributed to the fact that the raw drug was left untreated, and 
was directly mixed with the MWCNTs. In addition, the drug 
had not been loaded into the channels of the MWCNTs. It was 
apparent that MWCNTs surrounded the raw drug substance. 
After the DDM was incorporated into MWCNTs using the 
solvent deposition method, the bulk of the raw drug substance 
could not be found, indicating that a large number of raw drugs 
were loaded into the channels of the MWCNTs or attached to 
the surface of MWCNTs. Fig. 1D presents the SEM image of 
DM-25. Also, the size of the occupying space was observed to 
be not regular because of the random distribution of the drug 
inside or on the surface of the channels.
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Figure 1. SEM images of (A) DDM, (B) MWCNTs, (C) DMP and (D) DM‑25. SEM, scanning electron microscopy; DDM, dipyridamole; MWCNTs, 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes; DMP, MWCNT-DDM physical mixture.

Figure 2. TEM images of (A) MWCNTs (state of aggregation), (B) MWCNTs (single), (C) MWCNT (amplification) and (D) DM‑25. TEM, transmission 
electron microscopy; MWCNTs, multi-walled carbon nanotubes.
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TEM observation. TEM was applied to identify the morpho-
logy of the samples. As shown in Fig. 2A and B,  the  long 
tubular structures of MWCNTs were visible and intertwined 
with each other. The tube wall structure was visible in the 
cross-section of the MWCNTs. The channels were sandwiched 
between the long and narrow pipe walls of the MWCNTs. This 
specific structure of the MWCNTs played important role in 
the release of drugs. The channel structure of a MWCNT is 
enlarged in Fig. 2C in order to observe the channel structure 
distinctly. It is clearly revealed that the inner cavity of the 
tunnel was hollow, which could potentially be used for drug 
loading. As seen in Fig. 2D, in contrast to unloaded MWCNTs, 
the channels of the MWCNTs samples were blocked by some 
particles, indicating that drugs were loaded into the channels 
of the MWCNTs.

Nitrogen adsorption analysis. In the current study we further 
assessed the progress of drug loading using nitrogen adsorp-
tion measurements. As shown in Fig. 3, the pore volume and 
the surface area of DM-10, DM-25 and DM-50 were reduced 
compared with that of the MWCNTs (unloaded drugs).

FT‑IR analysis. FT‑IR method was used to further confirm 
the progress of loading DDM into the channel of MWCNT. 
As shown in Fig. 4D, DDM presented a characteristic peak 
at ~3,500-3,000 cm-1, which reflects the characteristics of 
hydroxyl peaks. The existence of the hydroxyl peak was 
also supported by the vibration peak at 1,500-1,260 cm-1. In 
addition, the MWCNT exhibited peaks at 1,600-1,700 cm-1, 
which corresponds to the C=C expansion vibration absorption 
peaks (Fig. 4F). This absorption peak arose from the skel-
eton of MWCNT. After the completion of the drug-loading 
progress, the enol-type structure is possible to be formed as 
a result of the association between the C=C double bond with 
the hydroxyl group. Therefore, as expected, DM-10, DM-25 
and DM-50 showed the characteristic peaks of the enol struc-
ture at ~1,700 cm-1 (Fig. 4A-C). The characteristic peak was 
not obvious, which may be attributed to the instability of the 
enol-type structure.

Raman spectrum analysis. Raman spectra proved to be 
very beneficial for monitoring the drug‑loading process. As 
shown in Fig. 5E, the Raman spectra had a main band with 

a maximum at 1,375 cm-1 and a low frequency band with a 
maximum near 1,580 cm-1. For DM-10, DM-25 and DM-50, 
the characteristic peaks of the DDM were apparent for all, 
indicating the existence of DDM in the MWCNT-DDM 
delivery system. Moreover, the results illustrated that DDM 
was successfully loaded into the MWCNTs. The MWCNT 
exhibited no peaks in the range of 50-3,300 cm-1 (Fig. 5F). The 

Figure 3. Specific surface area and pore volume of MWCNT, DM-10, 
DM-25, DM-50 and DDM. MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube; DDM, 
dipyridamole.

Figure 4. FT‑IR spectra for (A) DM‑10, (B) DM‑25, (C) DM‑50, (D) DMP, 
(E) DDM and (F) MWCNT. FT-IR, Fourier transform-infrared; DMP, 
MWCNT-DDM physical mixture; DDM, dipyridamole; MWCNT, 
multi-walled carbon nanotube.

Figure 5. Raman spectra for (A) DM‑50, (B) DM‑25, (C) DM‑10, (D) DMP, 
(E) DDM and (F) MWCNT. DMP, MWCNT-DDM physical mixture; DDM, 
dipyridamole; MWCNT, multi-walled carbon nanotube.
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characteristic peaks of MWCNT with DDM (DM-10, DM-25 
and DM-50) were observed at 1,375 and 1,580 cm-1.

Solid state study by DSC and XRD. DSC was employed to 
confirm the crystal characteristics of the samples (28). As shown 
in Fig. 6, the strong endothermic melting peak was observed 
at 165.6˚C, which is the melting point of DDM. Conversely, 

MWCNT did not exhibit any peak at the corresponding 
temperature. The endothermic melting peak of DM-50 was still 
present. However, the inverted peak of DM-25 and DM-50 were 
not observed at the corresponding melting point.

XRD study was used to evaluate the crystal properties of 
the samples with a fixed angle ranging from 10˚ to 50 .̊ As 
shown in Fig. 7, three intense and characteristic peaks of pure 
DDM were observed at 17.4 ,̊ 17.8˚ and 20.8 .̊ However, the 
same peaks were not found in the corresponding position for 
MWCNT. In fact, a completely different diffraction peak at 
24.7˚ was noted for MWCNT. When the DDM was physically 
mixed with MWCNT, the diffraction peak of the DDM was 
found to be slightly reduced.

In vitro drug dissolution. Dissolution experiments were 
performed in order to explore the application of MWCNTs 
as carriers for DDM and to elucidate the effect of different 
drug-loading rates on the dissolution behavior of DDM. As 
shown in Fig. 8, the 1 h cumulative release of DDM was found to 
be ~50% in acid medium (pH 1.5). However, the dissolution rates 
of DM-10 and DM-25 were observed to be higher than DM-50. 
The results revealed that the dissolution behavior of the DM-50 
curve was very close to that of the DDM in acidic medium 
(pH 1.5), indicating that the effect of the MWCNT on DDM 
dissolution behavior was not significant. Notably, it showed good 

Figure 6. DSC patterns of (A) DM‑10, (B) DM‑25, (C) DM‑50, (D) MWCNT, 
(E) DMP and (F) DDM. DSC, differential scanning calorimetry; MWCNT, 
multi-walled carbon nanotube; DMP, MWCNT-DDM physical mixture; 
DDM, dipyridamole.

Figure 7. XRD patterns of (A) DM‑10, (B) DM‑25, (C) DM‑50, (D) MWCNT, 
(E) DMP and (F) DDM. XRD, X-ray diffraction; MWCNT, multi-walled 
carbon nanotube; DMP, MWCNT-DDM physical mixture; DDM, dipyri-
damole.

Figure 8. Dissolution profiles of (A) DDM, (B) DMP, (C) DM‑50, (D) DM‑25 
and (E) DM-10 in acid medium (pH 1.5). DDM, dipyridamole; DMP, 
MWCNT-DDM physical mixture.

Figure 9. Dissolution profiles of (A) DDM, (B) DMP, (C) DM‑50, (D) DM‑25 
and (E) DM-10 in weak-basic medium (pH 6.8). DDM, dipyridamole; DMP, 
MWCNT-DDM physical mixture.
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solubility in acidic medium due to the chemical nature of DDM. 
DDM is easily soluble in acidic medium (pH 1.5) because of its 
chemical properties. So, the 1 h cumulative release of DDM was 
found to be ~50% in acidic medium (pH 1.5).

As shown in Fig. 9, the cumulative release amount of DDM 
was just 10% in weak-basic medium (pH 6.8), while the cumu-
lative release amounts of DM-10, DM-25 and DM-50 were all 
especially higher than that of the DDM. Moreover, some drugs 
on the surface of the DM-50 showed a similar release behavior 
to that of DDM, which is also consistent with the results of 
DSC and XRD. Interestingly, both DM-50 and DDM showed 
the same crystalline characteristics. This could be explained 
by the fact that some drugs of DM-50 might have been 
gathered on the surface of the MWCNTs, leading to similar 
dissolution behavior as pure DDM. However, the dissolution 
rates of DM-10 and DM-25 were higher than that of DM-50 
in acidic medium because DM-10 and DM-25 drugs were 
primarily localized in the interior of the MWCNTs, resulting 
in relatively more uniform distribution (Figs. 8 and 9). This 
particular finding demonstrated that MWCNTs covered up the 
crystalline form of DDM when drug loading was 10 and 25%. 
Furthermore, MWCNTs did not entirely change the crystal-
line form of DDM into an amorphous form when the drug 
loading was up to 50%. In the weak-basic medium (pH 6.8, 
Fig. 9), the cumulative release amount of DDM was found to 
be merely 10%, which was attributable to DDM that is a BCS 
class II drug and has poor dissolution. However, the cumula-
tive release amounts of DM-10, DM-25 and DM-50 were all 
especially higher than that of the DDM. This suggested that 
MWCNTs had improved the dissolution of crude DDM as a 
result of dispersion of the drug. In addition, MWCNTs limited 
the crystal growth of the DDM. So, it could be inferred that 
the MWCNTs reduced the degree of DDM crystallization or 
maintained DDM in a non-crystalline state. It is well known 
that the drag solubility in a non-crystalline state is higher than 
that in the crystalline state (33-35). The results of DSC and 
XRD showed that the crystallinities of DM-10, DM-25 and 
DM-50 were all decreased, and even became amorphous, in 
contrast to that of DDM. Moreover, the dissolution behavior of 
the samples was also found to be affected by the drug-loading 
rate. Increasing the drug-loading rate led to slight decrease in 
the dissolution rate of samples. DDM in the DM-10 and DM-25 
was in a non-crystalline state. In contrast, DDM in the DM-50 
was in the original crystalline state. This may be due to the drugs 
being completely loaded into the channels of the MWCNT, 
when drug-loading rates were relatively low (10 and 25%). 
Accordingly, DM-10 and DM-25 were both in amorphous 
forms. However, drugs may not have been completely loaded 
into the channels of the MWCNTs and some drugs were still 
deposited on the surface of the MWCNT, when drug loading 
was relatively higher (50%). This was also the reason why the 
drugs in the DM-50 were in crystalline form and the crystal-
line form was different from the DM-10 and DM-25. Moreover, 
the dissolution rate of DM-10 was found to be a little higher 
than that of DM-25, whereas the dissolution rate of DM-50 was 
slower than that of DM‑10 and DM‑25. These findings were 
highly suggestive that the dissolution rate of DDM-MWCNT 
system decreased upon increasing the drug-loading rate. The 
drugs were in different positions of the MWCNTs for different 
drug-loading rates, which led to different crystalline forms 

of the drugs. This particular finding is also in line with the 
results of DSC. The results of DSC showed that the drugs in 
the DM-50 were in crystal state, but the drugs in the DM-10 
and DM-25 were amorphous, explaining that the solubility of 
drugs was affected by the crystalline form. Similarly, it has 
been reported that the solubility of the crystal drugs is lower 
than that of the amorphous drugs (36,37). To further explore 
the causes, the drug-loading rate determined the crystal form 
of drugs in the MWCNT system, and also affected their 
dissolution rates. Drug loading is a key factor in the MWCNT 
system, which may affect the crystal morphology of drugs and 
the dissolution of drugs. Therefore, the aforementioned results 
indicate that the drug dissolution rate in MWCNTs is directly 
affected by the drug-loading rate.

Discussion

Studies have shown that MWCNT is a suitable carrier for 
poorly soluble drugs (24,38). On the one hand, the current 
study developed the application range of MWCNTs in the 
field of pharmacy, on the other hand, it attempted to develop 
a new platform for the delivery of poorly soluble drugs. In the 
present study MWCNTs were presented to effectively solve 
the problem of low solubility of DDM. The improvement of 
the dissolution rate is of great significance for the oral absorp-
tion of DDM. The screening of drug-loading methods for 
MWCNTs and the optimization of drug-loading processes are 
not perfect. MWCNTs as drug carriers still have some limita-
tions. There are many problems, such as poor controllability 
of the length of the pipe and the intertwining of the pipes, that 
affect the drug-loading processes. The effect of the carrier 
structure on the drug-loading processes will be the aim of our 
future research.
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